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want to print your photos, but you don't have a printer? the good news is that most photo printers can print photos. but unless you're an expert in photo printing, you may not know how to make it look its best. after you print your photos, you can adjust the color, tone, contrast, size, and orientation of
your images. some printers will give you the option to re-size your photos before printing (see if yours does here), while others will print and crop them for you (see here for tips on how to do that). and if you need help printing your photos, check out our photo printing guides, or download our printing
wizard utility for easy one-click photo printing from your photo files. you can display your favorite family photos anywhere from your office to the kitchen table. bring your memories to life by printing pictures with shutterfly. theres no better way to remember your most treasured moments than with a

photo print. choose the size of print you want and select the best print size for you. you can also choose to get a different size print for a loved one or share a photo on a canvas print. choose from a variety of frame types and colors to perfectly fit your home. take the guesswork out of photo printing and
select from our variety of sizes and finishes to have your favorite photos printed and displayed in a variety of ways. put your favorite photos on canvas prints to create a stunning gift for a loved one or a unique way to display your memories in your home. choose a canvas print size from a range of sizes

from 4x6 and 8x10 to 12x36 and 16x36. the size of your canvas prints can be custom tailored to your print needs. you can even add your photos to canvas prints with a variety of frame styles. you can get canvas prints printed by shutterfly in a variety of frame sizes, from a simple wooden frame to a
more elaborate gold-rimmed frame. when you choose a canvas print, you can also choose to have your canvas print personalized with the text and image of your choice. when you shop at shutterfly, you can take advantage of our canvas print promotion that gives you extra canvas print savings when

you order photo prints of up to 10 photos.
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as for quality, all but the dailies are fine. higher-end dailies will be improved, though, by kodaks premium color
paper. the rest are fine; we just recommend using a tripod or other stable fixture to avoid blurred prints from
unintended hand movements. two paper sizes are included with the kodak mini 3 retro, and they are 16 by 20

inches and 20 by 16 inches. both prints can also be adjusted to a variety of sizes from a 6-inch square to a
12-inch square, or to panoramas measuring as long as 24 inches. all in all, the kodak mini 3 retro is a pretty

good but not great snapshot printer that will give you high-quality prints at a reasonable price. kodak
ultrachrome ink paper works well with our kodak picture printers. its a nice ink-jet paper that has enhanced

clarity and color, and it comes in six sizes: 16x20, 20x30, 20x32, 20x40, 20x50, and 20x60. if you are printing
a very large photo, the 20x50 is the smallest size you can get that will still print a quality image. if you are

taking a lot of pictures, buy a larger pack of paper, and you will not have to replace the ink so frequently. of
course, if your pictures are only going to be framed, you wont need to worry about the ink. kodak has three

different packages that you can choose from for the kodak mini 3 retro, and all of them include prints. the first
is the very reasonably priced paper backpack, which allows up to 50 prints. the paper backpack includes the
first 10 prints free, and the remaining 40 are a few dollars each. the pack includes a 35-sheet pack of glossy
photo paper, four ink cartridges, and a paper changer. the next option, the paper plus pack, comes with the
same 50 prints, plus a 25-sheet pack of glossy photo paper and four ink cartridges. it also includes a paper

changer. if you are buying a good camera or a smartphone, this is a good deal, because a smartphone is cheap
these days. 5ec8ef588b
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